
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Just Days After Exposé is Published, Animal Shelter Announces Plan to 

Phase Out Gas Chamber Killings 

 

LITTLE BOY BLUE AUTHOR PRAISES DECISION, ENCOURAGES FURTHER 

CHANGES TO SAVE THE LIVES OF HEALTHY, ADOPTABLE DOGS 

 

Hauppauge, NY (August 17, 2012) -- Person County, North Carolina, which has for many 

years had an animal shelter that kills 95 percent of its dogs unless volunteers from the 

community intervene, has announced plans to phase out its gas chamber and work with 

the Humane Society of the United States to improve relations with rescue groups. 

 

Person County Manager Heidi York made the announcement in the local Courier-Times 

upon publication of the new hardcover book Little Boy Blue: A Puppy’s Rescue from 

Death Row and His Owner’s Journey for Truth. The county’s attorney and shelter 

director reviewed an advance copy and were aware of what would be published several 

months before Little Boy Blue became available to the general public on August 1.  

 

Written by award-winning journalist Kim Kavin, Little Boy Blue tells the story of a how a 

puppy she adopted into her New Jersey home originated at Person County Animal 

Control and was saved by rescuers who transported him some 500 miles to safety. The 

book documents conditions at the taxpayer-funded shelter with far more detail than has 

ever been reported to the public, using Person County as an example of what is 

happening to healthy, adoptable dogs and puppies in some of the worst corners of 

America’s shelter system nationwide. 
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The book, published by Barron’s Educational Series in New York, has created something 

of a stir in Person County, where the local library says phones have been ringing a great 

deal with residents seeking copies of Little Boy Blue to read. 

 

“Rescue volunteers and activists have been decrying the extremely high kill rate at that 

shelter for years, and in particular the use of the gas chamber, which experts call 

barbaric,” Kavin said. “Their cries have gone ignored—until now. The county shelter 

recently underwent an animal-cruelty investigation as well as a public meeting where 

local advocates once again demanded change. It is noteworthy that the county has 

finally decided to act on those demands just a few days after the Little Boy Blue publicity 

campaign kicked into gear on a national scale. Ms. York is now trying to create a culture 

of adoption and rescue, as opposed to continuing the culture of killing that has existed 

for far too long. It’s a great first step.” 

 

York did not elaborate in the county’s announcement about why it will take a full year to 

phase out use of the gas chamber, nor did she say why it is necessary to keep the gas 

chamber for cases of what she calls “sick wildlife” or “vicious animals.” As noted in Little 

Boy Blue, other facilities nationwide that have ceased the use of gas chambers made the 

change in as little time as a single day, with no qualifications about future possible use. 

They simply stopped using the gas chambers and in many cases dismantled them. 

 

“I sincerely hope there will now be a regular review of the shelter’s kill and adoption 

rates overall, as evidence of actual progress being made,” Kavin says. “Phasing out the 

gas chamber is a terrific first step, but lethal injection is still an option. It would be ideal 

to see the shelter itself placing the vast majority of dogs into homes as a part of 

everyday business, instead of relying on volunteer rescue groups to do that job for 

them.” 
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Kavin praised the continuing efforts of rescue advocates in Person County and 

announced that she and her dog Blue will appear in a special video being created for the 

Concert for a Cause fund-raiser in Roxboro in September, to benefit Chances Angel 

Rescue and Education. Its founder, Rhonda Beach, is the rescuer who tagged Blue to be 

spared from death at Person County Animal Control. 

 

In addition, Barron’s Educational Series is donating a portion of proceeds from Little Boy 

Blue to the Petfinder Foundation, to help rescue dogs nationwide. 

 

For further information please contact: 

 

Rob Nissen       Eric Lowenhar 

Nissen Public Relations     Barron’s Educational Series 

(973) 410-1234      (631) 434-3311 x 208 

rob@nissenpr.com      elowenhar@barronseduc.com 

www.nissenpr.com      www.barronseduc.com 
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